
Integration of the IPGPAY payment gateway and the Magento 1.9 and 2.0 platform 
provides merchants with the perfect payment solution
 
Integration is simple, and the IPGPAY plugin provides an array of extra features - all 
with bank-grade security 

Approved merchants gain access to IPGPAY’s range of payment methods, including:

Online payment solutions
for Asia-Pacific

Easy-to-integrate payment solution for Magento 

Clear instructions make the integration process simple

A comprehensive user manual puts IPGPAY’s features at your fingertips

Hosted payment pages are fully customisable and automatically render correctly 
on desktops, tablets and mobiles

Pre-authorisation, and Capture and Sale are both fully supported

Credit (partial and full) and Void transactions can be processed in the Magento 
workflow or the IPGPAY gateway, with the records synched between the two 

All transaction details are stored within Magento, including acquirer responses, 
and are viewable on the platform’s transaction-management and order pages

IPGPAY has bank-grade security (Level 1 PCI DSS) 

Just some of the features:

Secure      •      Easy to integrate      •      Full featured
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IPGPAY fully supports recurring transactions at no additional charge 

This feature automatically debits credit cards or other facilities, such as bank 
accounts, according to an agreed schedule. Re-bills can be cancelled at any time 
from within Magento 

This is the perfect payment solution for merchants selling subscription-based 
products or services

Recurrent and subscription transactions:

ABOUT IPGPAY

IPGPAY is a full-featured, easy-to-integrate payment gateway for online merchants looking 
for a flexible, customisable payment solution for their growing e-commerce business. We’re 
big enough to provide full-featured solutions, but small enough to understand your needs 
as a merchant

Since 1997, IPG and its partners have serviced eCommerce merchants across the world 
delivering an enviable record of security, reliability and scalability

In 2012, we established a multilingual sales and support team in Hong Kong to extend our 
service to the Asia-Pacific region. Among our platform’s many features, four key factors 
stand out


